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ABSTRACT
Practical aspect in the operation of the WSNs is the
sensitivity of the statistical inference procedures to
uncertainties in modeling the environment in which
the WSN operates. The inference schemes and their
performances are characterized by many parameters,
some of which are obtained via experimentation, while
a few are obtained during the deployment stage of the
WSN.
An improved approach used hypothesis-based
probability which aims to enhance the network
lifetime by determining the optimal trajectory and
cluster head for the base stations. Unlike the scheme
carried out, this approach works for large-scale sensor
networks with irregular node distribution. The process
of hypothesis measures the normal condition of energy
utilization and packet transmission. It cannot consider
the process of interference and lower probability
value.
Keywords: WSN, Cluster, Cluster Head, Multi-Hope,
MS, Time Optimization, Hypothesis, Probability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist a large
number of small and tiny nodes which are scattered
over the physical environment to monitor humidity,
temperature, pressure, vibration, etc. These devices
are highly resource constrained, equipped with small
processors and wireless communication antennas, and
battery powered. A sensor network is typically
expected to perform multiple tasks. Tasks can be
categorized into multiple sub-tasks[1-3]. As an
example, monitoring a large area can be categorized
into monitoring multiple smaller areas[4]. In
heterogeneous networks, the requirement of a task is
speciﬁed by its needs for different types of sensors. In
such cases, sensors must be bundled together before
performing task assignments. Due to the limited
number of sensors and potentially large number of
tasks, competition will arise[6]. Given all currently
available information, the goal is to perform the best
assignment of available sensors to tasks, to maximize

the utility of the network[8-9]. A large mass of sensor
nodes is supposed to scatter in a geometric region, with
nearby nodes communicating with each other directly.
Without the help of a large amount of uniformly
deployed seed nodes, this scheme fails in WSNs with
possible holes. The global geometry and topology of a
WSN has a great inﬂuence on the design of basic
networking functionalities, for example, point-topoint routing and data collecting mechanisms, or if
they are desirous to spread some mobile sensors in an
unknown region formed by static sensor nodes,
knowing the border of the region permits us to
guarantee that newly added sensors are deployed only
in the expected region[5, 7].
In the rest part of our research work described the
sojourn times calculation and optimization, proposed
algorithm and model, experimental work and result
analysis, performance improvement and finally
conclusion and future scope sequences manner in
section II, III, IV, V, VI.

II. SOJOURN TIMES CALCULATION AND
OPTIMIZATION
Calculation: CMS2TO aims to equalize the lifetime
of the CH located at the residence cluster with the
other CHs located at the same sector and different
coronas. To achieve this goal, in this phase, for each
CH located at other coronas (CHj), a time is suggested
for sojourning of MS at residence cluster (CHi) in
order to achieve balanced lifetime between residence
CH and CHj[10].
The Suggested Sojourn Times Calculation phase is
started when MS identiﬁes the residence CH.
Afterwards, MS requests the residual energy of the
CHs belonging to the other coronas (CHj). Upon
receiving the residual energy information, the lifetime
of the CH located at the residence cluster (CHi) is
separately equalized with the CHs located at the jth
corona as relation 6[11-14].
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𝑙𝑖 = 𝑙𝑗 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘,

𝑗≠𝑖

(1)

Where K is the total number of coronas. Then by
substituting the Equation 4 in the Equation 6, Equation
7 can be concluded.
𝜀0. 𝑁𝐶𝐻𝑖 𝜀0. 𝑁𝐶𝐻𝑗
=
𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑖
𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑗

(2)

𝐾

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∑(𝑂𝑆𝑇 − 𝑆𝑇𝑖 )2

In addition, since, computing the sojourn time is performed according to the current remaining energy of
the CHs, Equation 7 can be rewritten as Equation 8.
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑗
=
𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑖 𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑗

of MS in residence clusters should be chosen in such a
way that there is the minimal difference between the
sojourn times suggested at the ﬁrst phase. This
problem is modelled as an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) and the cost function is
formulated using relation 11.

(3)

Where Eres denotes the summation of residual energy
of CH candidate nodes, which are located at the
control region of the clusters.
Based on the previous discussion, the lifetime of CHs
located at ith (residence CH) and jth coronas can be
balanced, if MS serves the ith CH sufﬁciently to
compensate its extra energy consumption in
comparison with jth CH. In other words, MS should
stay at the ith cluster as long as the excess residual
energy of jth CH in comparison with ith CH is
consumed. Then, Equation 8 can be rewritten as
Equation 4[15].
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑗 − (𝑆𝑇𝑗 ∗ 𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑗 )
=
1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘, 𝑗
𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑖
𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑗
≠ 𝑖 (4)
Where STj denotes the suggested time for staying MS
at residence cluster to balance the lifetime of residence
CH with CHj, which can be calculated using Equation
5.
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖 . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑗 − 𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑗 . 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖
𝑆𝑇𝑗 =
1≤𝑗
𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑖 . 𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑗
≤ 𝑘, 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 (5)
Based on Equation 10, MS should stay in ith cluster for
STj time to balance the energy depletion of the CHs
located at the clusters belonging to the ith and jth
coronas. In addition, since, outer CHs consume less
energy, their residual energy is more than inner CHs.
Consequently, the relation 6 can be concluded.
𝑆𝑇1 < 𝑆𝑇1 <, … … 𝑆𝑇𝑘

(6)

Optimization: In order to achieve balanced energy
depletion of CHs located in a sector, the sojourn time

𝑖=1

0 ≤ 𝑂𝑆𝑇

≤ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑

(7)

Where OST is the optimal sojourn time of MS in the
residence cluster. In addition, the constraint denotes
that the OST cannot exceed the threshold determined
in the second phase of CMS2TO.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND MODEL
In this section, the distributed detection model is
presented in order to fuse the decisions made by the
low-quality sensor nodes during the observation
phase. Suppose that 𝑁 sensors are displaced in the
observation area. Each sensor node processes its
observation and makes the decision based on its
observation. Then each sensor node sends its decision
to the fusion center through the wireless channel. The
fusion center makes the final decision based on some
rules.
Here suppose that the a priori probabilities of the two
hypotheses are denoted by 𝑃(𝐻0)=𝑃0 and 𝑃(𝐻1)=𝑃1.
Each sensor node uses a decision rule such as the
Bayesian decision rule to make its decision 𝑢𝑖, 𝑖 = 1,
...,𝑛:
𝑢𝑖 = {

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝐻0
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝐻1

(8)

After making its decision, the sensor node sends its
decision to the fusion center in order to make the final
decision. The fusion center determines the final
decision 𝑢 based on these individual decisions:
𝑢̅ = 𝑓(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … … … … … … 𝑢𝑛 )

(9)

The likelihood ratio test can be written as follows [14]:
𝑃(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … 𝑢𝑛 Ι 𝐻1 )
𝑃0
><
𝑃(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … 𝑢𝑛 Ι 𝐻0 )
𝑃1

(10)

The quantity on the left-hand side is the likelihood
ratio and the Bayes optimum threshold is on the righthand side. The optimum decision fusion rule is the
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Chair-Varshney fusion rule which can be written as
follows:
𝑢̅ = 𝑓(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … … … … … … 𝑢𝑛 )
0 𝑖𝑓 Λ > 0
={
1 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,

(11)

Where,
𝑁

Λ = ∑ [𝑢1 ln
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑑𝑖
1 − 𝑃𝑑𝑖
+ (1 − 𝑢𝑖 )ln
]
𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑖
1 − 𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑖
𝑃(𝐻1 )
+ ln
(12)
𝑃(𝐻0 )

From the equation, the optimal decision fusion rule
needs the performance parameters of each sensor node
like the detection probability and the false alarm
probability. But in practice, the performance
parameters of the low-end sensor can hardly be known
due to its limited performance. The low-quality
sensors are also easily affected by the environment. In
order to use the optimal decision fusion rules, we need
to know the performance parameters of these lowquality sensors in order to reach the optimal result.

SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1: process block diagram of data fusion in cluster based wireless sensor network.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULT
ANALYSIS

Number of Alive Node
Elapsed Time

17

18

4.461384

0.344684

Table 1: show that the comparative analysis between
CMS2TO and proposed method for Total Energy
Consumption, Network Life Time, Residual Energy,
Number of Alive Node and Elapsed Time using
number of nodes is 50, network size is 20 and round is
30.

Figure 2: show that the output window of our mobile
sink sojourn time optimization scheme for cluster
based WSNs simulation with three input fields number
of nodes is 50, network size is 20 and round is 30. Here
click on CMS2TO methods button.

PARAMETERS

CMS2TO
Method

PROPOSED
Method

Total
Energy
Consumption

0.0750

0.03700

200

205

2.1000

1.6000

14

15

4.491598

0.394989

Network Life Time
Residual Energy
Number of Alive Node
Elapsed Time

Table 2: show that the comparative analysis between
CMS2TO and proposed method for Total Energy
Consumption, Network Life Time, Residual Energy,
Number of Alive Node and Elapsed Time using
number of nodes is 70, network size is 30 and round is
35.

Figure 3: show that the output window of our mobile
sink sojourn time optimization scheme for cluster
based WSNs simulation with three input fields number
of nodes is 50, network size is 20 and round is 30. Here
click on Proposed methods button.

PARAMETERS
Total
Energy
Consumption
Network Life Time
Residual Energy

CMS2TO
Method

PROPOSED
Method

0.0100

0.0020

200

202

2

1.5000

PARAMETERS

CMS2TO
Method

PROPOSED
Method

Total
Energy
Consumption

0.0274

0.0125

Network Life Time

210

202

Residual Energy

2.2

1.4

Number of Alive Node

19

20

8.512520

0.345468

Elapsed Time

Table 3: show that the comparative analysis between
CMS2TO and proposed method for Total Energy
Consumption, Network Life Time, Residual Energy,
Number of Alive Node and Elapsed Time using
number of nodes is 100, network size is 45 and round
is 40.
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V. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

CMS2TO Vs PROPOSED method for
Residual Energy

TEC

CMS2TO Vs PROPOSED method for
Total Energy Consuption
0.08
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0
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RE
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1
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0
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100

CMS2TO Method

PROPOSED Method

Figure 4: show that the comparative analysis between
CMS2TO and proposed method for Total Energy
Consumption using number of nodes are 50, 70 and
100.

CMS2TO Vs PROPOSED method for
Number of Alive Node
25
20

NAN

NLT

PROPOSED Method

Figure 6: show that the comparative analysis between
CMS2TO and proposed method for Residual Energy
using number of nodes are 50, 70 and 100.

CMS2TO Vs PROPOSED method for
Network Life Time
212
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Number of Nodes
CMS2TO Method

70

15
10
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50
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Figure 5: show that the comparative analysis between
CMS2TO and proposed method for Network Life
Time using number of nodes are 50, 70 and 100.

50

70

100

Number of Nodes
CMS2TO Method

PROPOSED Method

Figure 7: show that the comparative analysis between
CMS2TO and proposed method for Number of Alive
Node using number of nodes are 50, 70 and 100.
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CMS2TO Vs PROPOSED method for
Elapsed Time
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